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"Now You Can Raise Your Sales Dramatically With These Professionally-Made, Ready-To-Use Graphics

And Minisite Templates! " "Make your products look professional with these minisite templates - now you

can start selling online right away even without hundreds of dollars in your budget! " Dear Internet

Marketer , It will only take a few seconds to make or break a visitor's first impression on a minisite, that is

why we hear everywhere that first impression is very important when to comes to making a sale. Not to

mention that online, you do not see your customer's face, and neither does he see yours. Therefore it is a

must to make that first impression become a good one, or else he will leave the moment he enters your

site. To make that first good impression, there's no better way to do it than by having your minisite up with

some professional graphics. And if you do not have the talent nor the time to create those graphics, then

having a graphic designer do all the work for you is the way to go. But what if you don't have the money to

cover the cost of expensive graphic design fees and you want to sell your product right away?

Introducing... 15 IM Minisite Templates! These 15 Internet Marketing Templates will help you create your

own professional minisite template in a flash - in fact, you do not need to have amazing design talent so

you can have it up and running right away. All you have to do is some point and click, and you're done in
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minutes! When you download the complete set of 15 IM Minisite Templates, you will receive the following:

15 internet marketing minisite templates in the following categories: Article Marketing (4), Internet

Marketing (3), Copywriting (2), Joint Venture (3) and Affiliate Marketing (3). Each template is complete

with the following graphics: header and matching footer (700x200 pixels), a johnson box, an arrow, check,

an order button, a guarantee seal, a background image, and a flat ecover. All graphics come in editable

.psd format - now you do not need to worry about getting the same graphics as everyone else! Edit the

layers in Photoshop so you can have your own unique graphics! Available in blank .jpg for easy editing in

your own graphic application Index and thank you pages CSS document for each template
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